INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION

Air Force Golden Jubilee Institute, Subroto Park celebrated Independence Day on
15th August 2021 at 10 am. The Welcome address was delivered by Nandini Joshi
of Class XII A. The programme then began with the flag hoisting ceremony done
by the Principal Mrs Poonam S Rampal and the other staff members. After that a
soul stirring speech on being independent in modern India was given by Supreet
Yadav of Class VII B. The speech beautifully conveyed the message of India’s
progress in modern times and sacrifices of the past. Then the programme was
taken forward by the students of the Primary Wing who paid a tribute to all the
martyrs, through a group dance 'Aarzoo'. The Children with Special Needs of our
school showcased their different talent by dancing on the song “Nanha munna
raahi hoon” and “Desh rangeela.” One of our students mesmerized us by playing
“Saare Jahan se accha” on the piano , reminding us of the fact that the Nation is
always first. Our shining star Arya Ojha of Class IV B from the Primary Wing
recited a beautiful and enthusiastic poem which motivated everyone to celebrate
the Independence Day with complete excitement. Next there was a group dance
by ‘Thirak’ on the song ‘Utho Khelo Jeeto’ which gave an adrenaline rush to the
audience and encouraged them to excel in all spheres of life. After that our
talented singer Syon Shukla of Class VI B and the wonderful artist Divya Mathur
of Class XII B from Senior Wing showed how music and art are inter-related by
singing “Ae mere pyaare watan” and painting the different colours of India. Then
the dancers from Senior Wing depicted different dance forms on patriotic songs,
showcasing ‘Unity in Diversity’ in ‘Samarpan’. The event came to an end with the
finale song “Bharat humko jaan se pyaara hain” sung by 'Ekyetaan’ the music
choir of Senior Wing. The Vote of thanks was proposed by Arjun Gaur of Class XIB. The video shown in the beginning was compiled by Aditya Roy of Class IX A.
This programme was supported by all the Administrative Heads and the students
were guided by their teachers. This event would not have been successful without
the efforts put in by the parents of all the participants.

